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Rolex s tores  display watches  and offer private shopping experiences . Image credit: Rolex

 
By DIANNA DILWORT H

Retail stores reopened May 11 in Switzerland and have been performing reasonably well since day one of the new
COVID-19-induced reality.

With hand sanitizer at the door, social distancing guidelines spaced out between each customer and limits on
shoppers allowed inside, retailers have been welcoming consumers who patiently line up outside of stores to wait
their turn. Swiss shoppers are showing up.

"Some will use the term revenge buying,'" said Anthony Schaub, founder at The Consultancy Group, Geneva. "I
would complement that with the fact that after a lot of crises, luxury goods have always been very much prized and,
in some certain respect, a valuable investment in case of another crisis.

"In addition, the crisis has had various effects on people," he said. "Some saw their situation worsen, and some saw
an opportunity to save money from activities they could not do anymore and are happy to splurge now on something
they have been dreaming about."
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Gucci s tores  in Zurich limit the number of people ins ide. Image credit: Gucci

Emotional connections
After being on lockdown for several months, Swiss consumers have been looking to their favorite brands as a way
to boost their mood.

"Luxury, in Switzerland or abroad, calls to the emotional side of consumers," Mr. Schaub said. "Consumers which
[sic] have had to deprive themselves from feel-good moments during confinement seek to reward themselves now.

"During the pandemic, we have observed a focus of digital initiatives by all types of brands to keep the conversation
going with their customers," he said. "These range from virtual showrooms, to private Zoom calls, or completely
new ecommerce platforms offering home delivery for products previously not available online.

"Despite the large adoption of these initiatives by customers during the confinement, we observe that now that
people are allowed to get out, they still prefer, in particular for luxury, to shop in person and experience the brand."

Still, shopping is not the same as it used to be.

All retail shops from groceries to luxury boutiques have put in place all the safety instructions recommended by
health authorities, such as limiting the number of shoppers in a store at the same time and hand sanitizer at every
touch point. Not everyone is up for the new world order or feels safe, as global COVID-19 coronavirus cases
continue to grow.

"From what I could observe, there is still a limited number of people very hesitant to get out of their houses following
the global outbreak," Mr. Schaub said. "However, most of the people are happy to be able to go out again, have a drink
on a terrace and go shopping.

"Ecommerce sites already start to see a decline in transactions for goods now available again in traditional retail
shops," he said.

Some consumers are booking private appointments, others are choosing curbside pickup.

"Habits have changed, however, and we now observe brands offering click and collect to avoid waiting time in-store
or the ability to digitally book an appointment in-store to ensure that you have an efficient visit and someone readily
available to help," he said.

"The research-online, purchase-offline phenomenon has strengthened during the crisis as people had a lot of time
to research online, and now are eager to purchase."
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Cartier s tore in Geneva offers  private appointments  to cus tomers  looking to avoid others  while shopping. Image credit: Cartier
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Advertising investments dropped by as much as 90 percent in April and May for some companies, leaving the media
business struggling.

To survive as consumers went online, luxury brands primarily invested in direct-response advertising and digital
marketing.

"This has put an emphasis on brand narrative through storytelling, where in particular luxury brands nurtured and
reinforced their good-citizen image by publicizing adequately their supportive actions," Mr. Schaub said.

"Actions included, for example, producing hydroalcoholic gel or masks on their production lines otherwise
dedicated to different products, making generous donations, or ensuring the physical and economical safety of
clients and/or employees through extensive programs or financial investments," he said.

"These efforts were not done for publicity purposes, of course, but the situation made it adequate to speak up about
these actions and showcase genuine care and help in concrete terms."

By sector
As Switzerland reopens slowly but surely, each sector has to look at where it is  to carve the path forward.

Carmakers, for instance, likely have high inventory volumes at the moment and will need to re-activate consumers
who have spent the last few months considering ecologically responsible choices and the need for a car.

Travel and tourism has been one of the most impacted, and though it will benefit from government grants, the
summer will be decisive for many hotels, restaurants, attractions and destinations.

Personal care and services, from beauty salons to gyms, are bouncing back as consumers look to treat themselves
after weeks at home.

"The sectors managing well are the ones that took the opportunity of confinement to reinvent themselves and find
new ways of meeting their clients' needs," Mr. Schaub said. "And within sectors, the gap between the strongest and
most adaptable players and the others will grow most probably.

"Luxury stores have found digital platforms are a complementary place to keep the dream alive, and now benefit
from these efforts," he said.
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